Chain Sinnet Pouch Instructions

Cinch a short piece of paracord around a round object. With a second cord, tie a simple over hand knot around the first cord and pull tight.

Using the second cord, pull under the cinched cord forming a loop.

Fold "Loop A" down across the cinched cord.

Pull cord "B" down through Loop A forming a second loop
Tighten Loop A by pulling on the cord indicated by the arrow. Be careful not to pull loop B out.

Pull the top of Loop B to get rid of the slack. Adjust Loop B by pulling the cord indicated.
Repeat 2 through 5 until you have completed a circle. Note the spaces that have formed at the bottom.

Using forceps or other tool, pull the loop through the first space.

This will be your new loop A.

Repeat the same process as before by pulling the cord through loop A to form loop B.

Tighten Loop A by pulling on the cord indicated by the arrow. Be careful not to pull loop B out.

Pull the top of Loop B to get rid of the slack. Adjust Loop B by pulling the cord indicated.
Continue through each loop until you reach the desired height.

To close the bottom, skip every other loop as indicated.

Continue until closed.

Insert the end of the cord through the last loop and pull tight to finish.

Cut any excess cord and tuck in to hide.
The chain sinnet pouch works great for koozies or bottle holders. This pouch used approximately 65 feet of 550 paracord. It measures about 4 inches tall and 3.5 inches wide. Spacing your loops farther apart gives the pouch a different look and makes it easier to close the top.

This same pouch can also be made flat. On the last row, flatten the pouch and close the bottom by joining the loops on opposite ends. It can then be used as a phone carrier or wallet.